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“Movies have more inﬂuence on which guns sell than politicians.”
AmmoLand.com, July 18, 2012.
This report is about the hypocrisy of the National Riﬂe Association and the gun industry it
represents. Even as they pretend to condemn violence in movies, both exploit images of guns in
extremely violent movies to sell the increasingly lethal military-style guns that deﬁne today’s civilian
gun market.
For a PDF ﬁle of this report, which contains end notes documenting sources, click here:Blood Reel
Poster PDF (hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-thegun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-and-more-guns/blood-reel-poster-pdf/)
Introduction
On December 14, 2012, Adam Lanza walked into the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown
CT and killed 20 ﬁrst graders and 6 school employees with a .223 caliber Bushmaster semiautomatic
assault riﬂe. He then used a handgun to kill himself. Lanza had earlier killed his mother, Nancy
Lanza, with a .22 caliber riﬂe.
The National Riﬂe Association (NRA)–the public face of the American gun industry–scurried into
silence. The organization took down its Facebook page and suspended its TwiĴer feed. Some
imagined that the executives of the nation’s premier gun lobby and industry front were engaged in
agonized soul-searching. The following Tuesday, the NRA’s social accounts were again active. The
organization announced it would hold a press conference that Friday, one week after the slaughter
of the innocents.
On Friday, December 21, the NRA’s leadership emerged in Washington, DC. The executives did not
oﬀer the olive branch that some expected. Instead, in a deﬁant broadside, Wayne LaPierre, the
NRA’s chief executive oﬃcer and executive vice president, blamed the news media, the ﬁlm
industry, and video games for causing America’s gun violence problem:
And here’s another dirty liĴle truth that the media try their best to conceal. There exists in this
country, sadly, a callous, corrupt and corrupting shadow industry that sells and stows [sic] violence
against its own people through vicious, violent video games … Add another hurricane, add another
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natural disaster, I mean, we have blood-soaked ﬁlms out there like “American Psycho,” “Natural
Born Killers.” They’re aired like propaganda loops on “SplaĴerdays” and every single day…And
then they all have the nerve to call it entertainment. But is that what it really is? Isn’t fantasizing
about killing people as a way to get your kicks really the ﬁlthiest form of pornography?
It would be hard to ﬁnd a more hypocritical statement even in the annals of the NRA, which is
distinguished by its frequent assertion of unfounded “facts” about guns and gun violence. The truth
is that the NRA and the gun industry it represents ruthlessly peddle what LaPierre called “the
ﬁlthiest form of pornography” in his statement.
This report documents
How the NRA promotes the use of guns in violent movies through its widely-publicized–and
ongoing–“Hollywood Guns” special exhibit in its National Firearms Museum, in its oﬃcial
publications, and on its Internet website. Wayne LaPierre himself is credited as “executive
producer” of the current “Hollywood Guns” exhibit at the NRA’s national headquarters.
Statements directly contradicting LaPierre’s thesis, wriĴen by a prominent author and movie
critic whose article for the American Riﬂeman, an oﬃcial NRA magazine, appears as the
Introduction to Hollywood Guns, the NRA’s oﬃcial exhibit brochure. Former journalist Stephen
Hunter opined in his book about the movie industry and ﬁlm criticism that violent movies do not
cause violent behavior and may in fact prevent it.
Austrian handgun manufacturer Glock’s calculated marketing strategy to exploit the placementof
its guns in violent movies to help it capture a premier place in the American civilian gun market.
Boasting by American 50 caliber anti-armor sniper riﬂe manufacturer BarreĴ Firearms about the
use of its guns in violent movies. BarreĴ is also reported to charge video game manufacturers fees
for the use of representations of its guns in games.
Violent Screen—The NRA’s National Firearms Museum Exhibits
“If you love guns or you love movies or, still luckier, you love guns AND movies, this is a trip you
cannot miss.”
Stephen Hunter
For over a decade the NRA has glamorized the use of guns in violent movies. One prime vehicle for
the NRA’s promotion of guns and violence has been a series of two exhibits in the National Firearms
Museum at the NRA’s national headquarters, located in Fairfax, VA, a suburb of Washington, DC.
Both exhibits featured guns used in movies that were described by critics as among the must brutally
violent ever made, featuring the sort of grisly mayhem that NRA executive Wayne LaPierre piously
denounced as “the ﬁlthiest form of pornography” in his December 21, 2012 aĴack on the movie
industry.
As of December 29, 2012—more than a week after LaPierre’s accusatory rant—a personal visit to the
museum by the author conﬁrmed that the laĴer of the two exhibits (“Hollywood Guns”) was still
going strong. The NRA was peddling the exhibit brochure in its museum shop.
2002—“Real Guns of Reel Heroes”
In March 2002 the NRA opened at the National Firearms Museum its ﬁrst special exhibit of guns in
the movies. The display, “Real Guns of Reel Heroes,” was said to have been the NRA’s most
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(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01
/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-andmore-guns/front-cover/)
Cover of the NRA National Firearms Museum “Hollywood Guns” exhibit brochure.
successful exhibit as of April 2010.
“Think ‘Lights! Camera! Guns!’ and you conjure up probably 70 percent of American movie history,
maybe the best of it,” opined Stephen Hunter, then the Washington Post’s ﬁlm critic, an ardent gun
enthusiast, and later a writer for the NRA. “That’s the history the NRA celebrates: masculine,
aggressive, violent, adventurous, unapologetic and unbowed, which is preĴy much a take-itor-leave-it proposition.”
Many of the guns celebrated in this NRA museum exhibit were from westerns and historical dramas
which might plausibly be argued to be not so terribly violent as to merit LaPierre’s “pornography”
rating, notwithstanding the display of a knife that actor John Wayne used to “scalp an Indian” in the
ﬁlm The Searchers. But at least two others were clearly problematic under the LaPierre ﬁlm porno
standard.
Dirty Harry. One was the 1971 ﬁlm Dirty Harry, ﬁrst of a series starring Clint Eastwood as renegade
San Francisco police Inspector Harry Callahan. “Violence is a given in the world of ‘Dirty Harry’
Callahan,” one critic noted. Another described “the unrepentant violence of Dirty Harry.” New York
Times critic Vincent Canby wondered, “Will we ever see the day when it will be possible to give an
‘X’ [most restrictive ﬁlm rating] on principle to all of Clint Eastwood’s ‘Dirty Harry’ movies, including
the new ‘Sudden Impact’?” Of the laĴer ﬁlm in the Dirty Harry series, Canby wrote, “Though the
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movie’s allure is exactly the same as a porn ﬁlm’s, the rating is ‘R.’”

(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01
/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-andmore-guns/clinteastwood-gun-at-nra/)
The S&W Model 29 .44 Magnum revolver featured in the violent “Dirty Harry” movies is also
featured by the NRA in its temple of worship to guns.
One might think the NRA would eschew a ﬁlm with such criticism. But for enthusiasts like Stephen
Hunter the gun violence is not only acceptable, but positively exciting. Here is what Hunter wrote of
the appearance of Dirty Harry’s Model 29 Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum revolver in the NRA’s “Real
Guns” exhibit:
So what’s the most famous gun in movie history? Wouldn’t it be: “. . . but being as this is a .44
Magnum, the most powerful handgun in the world, and would blow your head clean oﬀ, you’ve got
to ask yourself one question…Do I feel lucky? Well, do ya, punk?” The punk felt lucky, and it was a
permanently bad career move, as Clint Eastwood nailed him with the giant Smith & Wesson.
Ka-boom! He did a black ﬂip into a scummy SoCal pond, as his eyeballs eight-balled and he dropped
his own piddly 9mm pistol on the way down, maybe the most famous gun moment in movie history.
How could that gun not be there? After all, it — that is, one of three such N-frame Smith revolvers
purchased for the ﬁlms “Dirty Harry” and “Magnum Force” — was presented to screenwriter John
Milius, who is now on the NRA board of directors. So there it is in an Eastwood panel, where many
of Clint’s guns reside.
Pulp Fiction. The other ﬁlm in the 2002 NRA exhibit that one might think problematic under
LaPierre’s standard was director Quentin Tarantino’s 1994 ﬁlm, Pulp Fiction, starring among others
John Travolta, Samuel L. Jackson, and Bruce Willis. One critic wrote of this ﬁlm, “Tarantino caresses
violence like a lover on speed. And there is plenty of it in ‘Pulp Fiction.’ Brains are splaĴered over a
car and bits stick to Jackson’s hair; faces are rearranged from beatings.”
All the splaĴered brains, summary executions by drug gangsters, and violent male rape of Pulp
Fiction, however, did not deter the NRA from displaying a Colt Model 1911 .45 ACP pistol used in
the movie by actor John Travolta—one of eight of the make and model in the exhibit.
2010-Present—“Hollywood Guns”
In 2010, the NRA announced a new museum exhibit, the currently ongoing “Hollywood Guns”
exhibit. Writer Stephen Hunter wrote an article for American Riﬂeman magazine, one of the NRA’s
mainline publications. Hunter described the new exhibit as “a follow-up to NRA’s most successful
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exhibit, ‘Real Guns of Reel Heroes,’ of a few years back and possibly even beĴer. If you love guns or
you love movies or, still luckier, you love guns and movies, this is a trip you cannot miss.”
The NRA used Hunter’s article as the “Introduction” to its oﬃcial guide to the museum exhibit. The
writing oﬀers insights into an almost sexual passion for guns, and documents the NRA’s hypocrisy
about violent ﬁlms:
I was fortunate enough to get an advance prowl through the museum’s vault where, pre-exhibition,
the guns were being accumulated and stored. It was like going to Valhalla without the inconvenience
of having to die ﬁrst. So many guns, so liĴle time. As karma decreed, my eyes ﬁrst lit on the
cut-down, suppressed Remington Model 11-87 Javier Bardem commiĴed such mayhem with in “No
Country For Old Men.” Who could not notice this twisted sister of a piece…

(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01
/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-andmore-guns/pulp-ﬁction-cropped/)
Brain spaĴer, ruthless murders by drug gangster hit-men, and unrelieved violence might seem to
qualify a movie for Wayne LaPierre’s porno test. But LaPierre is okay with displaying this revolver
from “Pulp Fiction” in the NRA museum.
Dirty Harry and Pulp Fiction continue to be featured in the new and improved NRA guns in the
movies exhibit. But even more problematic ﬁlms have been added. The following presents a
representative but by no means exhaustive sample of movies that escaped Wayne LaPierre’s ﬁckle
porno meter in the NRA’s “Hollywood Guns” exhibit.
No Country for Old Men. Hunter’s adulatory reference to “suppressed Remington Model 11-87”
quoted above alluded to a silenced shotgun used by an assassin in the gory 2007 ﬁlm No Country for
Old Men, wriĴen and directed by brothers Ethan and Joel Coen, and starring Tommy Lee Jones,
Javier Bardem and Josh Brolin.
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(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industryexploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-and-more-guns/no-country-shotgun-cropped/)
“No Country for Old Men” passed Wayne LaPierre’s porno-meter test. The NRA museum brochure
describes professional assassin Anton Chigurh as “one of the screen’s most proliﬁc and emotionless
killers.”
“No one should go into ‘No Country for Old Men’ underestimating the unnerving intensity of its
moments of on-screen violence, its parade of corpses and geysers of spurting blood,” the Los Angeles
Times warned in 2007.
The character that Hunter’s “karma” brought him to was Javier Bardem’s “Anton Chigurh, a hired
assassin and psychopath, whose latest idea of fun is killing unsuspecting strangers with a device used
to slaughter steers. It’s an oxygen tank aĴached to a hand-held pile driver that shoots a rod a few
inches with great power. The eﬀect is like a gunshot without a bullet.”
Reservoir Dogs. When director Quentin Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs opened in 1992, it was reported
that “the movie is so graphic that dozens of repulsed viewers ﬂed early screenings.” No wonder. “In
one of the most disturbing sequences, a dancing criminal tortures a hysterical police oﬃcer at knife
point, maiming his face and drenching his baĴered body in gasoline.”

(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01
/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-andmore-guns/reservoir-dogs-cropped/)
Criticism of “Reservoir Dogs” for its excessive violence did not deter Wayne LaPierre, executive
producer of the NRA’s “Hollywood Guns” exhibit, from including these two handguns in the
show.
“Strong violence is Tarantino’s passion, and he embraces it with gleeful, almost religious, fervor,”
wrote the Los Angeles Times. “An energetic macho stunt, ‘Reservoir Dogs’…glories in its excesses of
blood and profanity, delighting…in going as far over the top as the man’s imagination will take it.”
Curiously, the excessive violence in Reservoir Dogs has not deterred the NRA from displaying in its
“Hollywood Guns” exhibit two Smith & Wesson 9mm semiautomatic pistols used by actors Steve
Buscemi and Harvey Keitel in the ﬁlm.
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Other violent ﬁlms in the current NRA exhibit include The Departed, given an R rating in 2006 “for
strong brutal violence, pervasive language, some strong sexual content and drug material,” and
1998’s Die Hard.
The NRA Marketing Angle
The NRA’s motive in mounting such exhibits—puĴing aside the bizarre obsession with guns evident
in the National Firearms Museum—is simply to exploit the popularity of movies to draw people into
the museum and the NRA. “The NRA is hoping the pop-culture exhibit will aĴract people who
would not usually visit the ﬁrearms museum, which features a permanent collection of 2,000 guns,”
Cox News reported in 2002.
“It oﬀers people that otherwise might not cross the street to come into this building…an opportunity
to see something that’s very, very interesting and, hopefully, they might see other things along the
way,” [museum curator Philip] Schreier told the news service. “I mean, who doesn’t like ﬁlms?”
Schreier stated that in the ﬁrst weekend of the exhibit, the museum aĴracted three times the number
of visitors as on the same weekend in the preceding year.
Wayne LaPierre Channels William B. (Bill) Ruger
Both of the NRA museum’s movie guns exhibits were mounted in its William B. Ruger Gallery.
Ruger was an icon of the gun industry, idolized for building Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc., into a major
force in the world of guns and gun marketing in America.
Ruger also designed the P-89 type of semiautomatic pistol that Colin Ferguson used in December
1992 to kill six people and wound 17 on a Long Island commuter train in New York. Asked about his
responsibility for the massacre, Ruger blamed movies and television, and scoﬀed at school shootings.
Ruger blames Hollywood violence for twisting America’s conception of ﬁrearms. “Movies and TV
these days have sold the idea of the shootout as though that were the purpose of ﬁrearms,” he said.
“TV is an enemy of civilization. You take the program violence away and all these immature, slightly
crazy mentalities watching that would no longer be stimulated by what they see on television.” He
believes the problem of guns in school has been “greatly exaggerated.” “I just have to wonder how
many schoolchildren go to school and worry about geĴing shot. If there are some roĴen kids who are
carrying a gun, that can’t happen very often. But it gets a lot of play with the press,” he said. The real
danger to American society, he says, is not ﬁrearms makers but gun control advocates.
Thus, 20 years before the slaughter at Sandy Hook Elementary, Bill Ruger oﬀered essentially the
same excuse that Wayne LaPierre used to divert aĴention from the gun industry and its
responsibility after a mass shooting.
Internet Promotions by the NRA
The NRA also promotes its love idyll with Hollywood guns and the gun industry through an
extensive, sophisticated structure on the internet. It has more than a dozen separate sites, each
designed to hone in on the speciﬁc interest of diﬀerent groups of gun owners and potential gun
owners, all the while serving the marketing interests of the gun industry.
The scope of this presence may be seen in one glance at hĴp://membership.nrahq.org/othersites.asp
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(hĴp://membership.nrahq.org/othersites.asp). One of the sites is that of the National Firearms
Museum. hĴp://www.nramuseum.org/ (hĴp://www.nramuseum.org/). A blurb and link there drives
traﬃc to an NRA blog, which in turn promotes “NRA’s Guns & Gold – the sizzle reel from
Sportsman Channel,” a teaser video for a television series that serves as another marketing channel
for the NRA and the gun industry. “See super slow-mo shots of watermelons going kablewie,
closeups of rare and exotic ﬁrearms along with a couple of cutup segments from NRA Museum
Director Jim Supica and Senior Curator Phil Schreier.” hĴp://www.nrablog.com/post/2012/12/06
/NRAs-Guns-Gold-the-sizzle-reel-from-Sportsman-Channel.aspx (hĴp://www.nrablog.com
/post/2012/12/06/NRAs-Guns-Gold-the-sizzle-reel-from-Sportsman-Channel.aspx). The “cutups” of
Supica and Schreier may also be seen on the NRA museum curator’s channel on You Tube,
hĴp://www.youtube.com/user/NFMCurator?feature=watch (hĴp://www.youtube.com
/user/NFMCurator?feature=watch).
Doubting Stephen—the NRA Refuted Within Its Own Ranks
“I’m not sure this [movie violence] is necessarily the bad thing that so many assume it to be.”
Stephen Hunter

(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01/02/bloodyreel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-and-more-guns
/hunter-and-schreier/)
Phil Schreier (left) of the National Firearms Museum and Stephen Hunter playing with guns from
violent movies in the William B. Ruger Gallery of the museum.
Before Stephen Hunter was a scrivener for NRA publications, he was a movie critic at The Baltimore
Sun newspaper, and later at the Washington Post. In 1995 he published Violent Screen, a book of
recollections about his work and the movies. Hunter addressed the issue of movie violence in an
introductory essay, in which he apparently concluded that—contrary to the self-serving assertions of
Wayne LaPierre and Bill Ruger before him—violent movies not only do not cause violence, but may
indeed prevent it.
Here is Stephen Hunter’s case for movie violence:
I have always felt it a point of honor as a movie critic not to pretend that, as an advanced thinker, I
am somehow above the lure of violence in a ﬁlm. Indeed, my best pieces here seem to be about
movies where I’ve made some emotional contact with violence and have let it sweep me away, ﬁre
oﬀ all my synapses, liberate my imagination. In fact, I think one of the reasons that we go to movies is
FOR the violence: it enables us to project ourselves and our hostilities into some form of righteous
rage and take charge and triumph in a world of the imagination where a world of reality obdurately
refuses to be taken charge of or allow triumph. I’m not sure this is necessarily the bad thing that so
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many assume it to be. Critics of American movies love to zero in on the relatively few copycat killings that
the odd picture will inspire, but nobody’s able to chronicle the times that angry men have seethed toward
violence but been released from its mandates when a story so gripped their imagination that they lost hold of
themselves and their anger in witnessing it.
Gold on Silver — The Gun Industry Connection
“These three industries—the gun manufacturers, the magazines and the movies—clearly interrelate
in their willingness to serve and proﬁt from this audience.”
Stephen Hunter
In spite of the self-righteous blustering of the likes of NRA paladins Bill Ruger and Wayne LaPierre,
the movies are a major marketing tool for the gun industry. Everyone who is anyone in both
industries knows that.
Guns and realistic gun models are supplied to ﬁlmmakers by prop houses, and gun makers lobby the
prop houses to use their makes and models. The illustration in the NRA’s “Hollywood Movies”
catalog credits a number of these prop houses as the source of guns in the display. Among such
houses credited in the catalog’s acknowledgements page are The Prop Store of London, Hollywood
Guns & Props, Cinema Weaponry, and Stembridge Gun Rentals.

(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nraand-the-gun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-and-more-guns/world-war-z/)
The gun industry is already salivating over the upcoming Brad PiĴs movie.
Gun industry insiders openly discuss the value of gun placement in movies. “With shotguns, heavily
recommended for anti-zombie defense, sales could really pick up after World War Z comes out next
year starring Brad PiĴ and wriĴen by Mel Brooks son,” enthused one industry public relations outlet.
“Movies have more inﬂuence on which guns sell than politicians.”
“I really like the lever actions that have been around for a long time,” a California gun dealer told
Shooting Industry, the premier gun business magazine, in 2012. “People love them from Western
movies.”
The NRA’s own catalog and magazine writer, Stephen Hunter, wrote an incisive essay in 1989 in
which he described quite well the rise of assault weapons (which he calls exotic guns, but describes
accurately) and the mutual exploitation of the gun industry, the movie industry, and the gun fan
press. Appropriately enough, the June 8, 1986 article was titled “Guns are Gold on Today’s Silver
Screen.”
Here is a salient excerpt from the article, as reproduced in Hunter’s book, Violent Screen:
Neither the western heritage nor the [James] Bondian cult of expertise could quite explain the
exponential growth of weapons-ﬁxated ﬁlms of the 1980s. What does explain “Rambo: First Blood
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Part II,” for example, which zeroes in on the M-60 machine gun with a gynecologist’s clinicalness
[sic]; or “The Terminator,” which boasts a wardrobe of exotic weapons not seen in normal life this
side of a SWAT-team’s vault? First of all, the development must be seen in terms of larger social
trends. One of them reﬂects a curious and largely unreported-upon tendency: the growth of an
exotics-weapons cult, which manifests itself in a variety of ways, of which the movies are but one.
Another is the fact that gun manufacturers, who for years turned out hunting, target-shooting and
self-defense weapons, have found in the past decade a new market for exotic weapons. Thus, many of them
manufacture semi-automatic versions of the hard-core automatic weapons previously limited to
military and police usage. It is now possible to buy a semi-automatic Uzi or MAC-10 or AK-47 or
M-16 in virtually any gun store in America, and there clearly are buyers for such weapons. Another
manifestation of this tendency is what might be called the exotic weaponry press: Whereas 10 years ago
there were but three or four magazines that covered sporting and target shooting, now there are
dozens of magazines that concentrate on exotic weapons, such as Exotic Firepower, S.W.A.T., Soldier
of Fortune, Magnum Handguns, Combat Shooting, Gung-Ho, American Eagle and the like. These three
industries–the gun manufacturers, the magazines and the movies–clearly interrelate in their willingness to
serve and proﬁt from this audience. Gun buﬀs may not form a signiﬁcant part of the American ﬁlm
audience numerically, but they are passionate about their loves; they go to the movies, they buy the
magazines and they buy the ﬁrearms to see the guns shoot. Film companies realize this, and frequently use
the specialized-ﬁrearms press as a way to target this specialized audience by permiĴing special access to the
gun magazines, which in turn will run admiring and non-critical articles.
Hunter may—and apparently has—changed his personal perspective on guns. But the facts as he
wrote them in his 1989 essay have not changed. The trends in the industry’s marketing of militaryderived semiautomatic assault weapons and other “exotic” killing machines have only goĴen worse.
The slaughter at Sandy Hook Elementary School by Adam Lanza wielding an “exotic” Bushmaster
assault riﬂe is evidence enough of Hunter’s prescience in 1989.
Gaston Glock’s Golden Movie Marketing Strategy
“The [Glock] handgun’s adoption as the unoﬃcial ﬁrearm of Hollywood brought it to the aĴention
of people far beyond law enforcement and serious gun-owning circles.”
Paul M. BarreĴ

(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2009/10
/21/shopping-mall-terror-plan-saved-from-carnage-by-ploĴers-ignorance-of-ﬁrearms/cho/)
Virginia Tech Mass Shooter Seung Hui Cho was among those “far beyond law enforcement and
serious gun-owning circles” who bought what writer Paul BarreĴ calls “America’s handgun” — the
Glock semiautomatic pistol.
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Paul M. BarreĴ, an assistant managing editor and senior writer at Bloomberg Businessweek, wrote the
book GLOCK: The Rise of America’s Gun. The book relates how the former Austrian toolmaker Gaston
Glock created and cannily marketed a highly-successful line of semiautomatic pistols in the United
States.
On NPR’s Fresh Air interview show with host Terry Gross, BarreĴ explained that an important part
of Glock’s marketing strategy was to get screen time in Hollywood. “In 1990, the Glock began to
appear in the hands of police oﬃcers in Law and Order and other police procedural shows,” relates
the summary of BarreĴ’s appearance on Fresh Air. “It was also used by Bruce Willis in the movie Die
Hard 2. Willis’ character gave a long soliloquy touting the advantages of using a Glock.”
“[He] introduced the gun as a character to people who don’t know anything about guns,” BarreĴ
said.
The internet website MarketingProfs enthused in detail about the Glock marketing strategy in an
article titled “Five Things You Can Learn From Glock.” The article described in things “4” and “5”
that one can learn exactly how Glock played Hollywood prop houses to brand its pistols in the
public’s mind:
4. Put your product in the right hands
GeĴing the Glock in movies was another strategy. Movie studios rely on prop masters who specialize
in weapons to help them procure the guns they need to make movies and teach movie stars how to
look like they know what they are doing when they have a gun in their hand. Glock went after these
prop masters speciﬁcally, making it easy for them to get Glocks when they needed them (other gun
manufacturers were seldom so accommodating), and not being too prescriptive about how the guns
were used (some manufacturer insisted, for example, that their guns were only for the good guys).
Thanks to their eﬀorts, the Glock ﬁnally hit the big screen with Bruce Willis in Die Hard II.
5. It doesn’t maĴer what they say, so long as they’re talking
When Bruce Willis talked about the Glock in Die Hard II, he referred to it as a German gun that was
made of porcelain and therefore could evade detection by airport security. None of these things were
true (the Glock is Austrian, made primarily of plastic, and can be detected by metal detectors), but
that didn’t maĴer. Gun fans were more than happy to jump on the inaccuracies and lampoon typical
Hollywood idiocy, showing that even (or especially) bad information can feed the buzz machine.
Sure enough, a Glock 19 9mm semiautomatic pistol used by actor Mel Gibson in the 2010 gore-fest
Edge of Darkness is among the guns featured in the NRA’s “Hollywood Guns” exhibit. This movie
apparently slipped through NRA boss Wayne LaPierre’s porno meter in spite of its R rating for
“strong bloody violence and language.”
In an enthusiastic article promoting his book, Paul BarreĴ wrote, “The [Glock] handgun’s adoption
as the unoﬃcial ﬁrearm of Hollywood brought it to the aĴention of people far beyond law
enforcement and serious gun-owning circles.”
Among the people “far beyond law enforcement and serious gun-owning circles” whose aĴention
Glock caught are: Adam Lanza, the Newtown murderer who apparently shot himself to death with a
Glock pistol; James Holmes, who was carrying a Glock when he unleashed death in an Aurora, CO
movie theater; Jared Lee Loughner, who used his Glock in Tucson, AZ to kill six people and
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(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01
/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industry-exploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-andmore-guns/nra-ex-glock-cropped/)
The Glock 19 has starred not only in mass shootings in the United States, but also in executive
producer Wayne LaPierre’s “Hollywood Guns” exhibit at the National Firearms Museum.
wounded 13 others, including Rep. Gabrielle Giﬀords; and Seung Hui Cho, who used a Glock 19
along with another semiautomatic pistol to kill 32 people and wound 17 at Virginia Tech University.
Size MaĴers—The BarreĴ 50 Caliber Anti-Armor Sniper Riﬂe in the Movies and Games
“While companies often pay to have their products appear in popular games, BarreĴ required
payment to appear in Call of Duty and received it.”
The Murfreesboro Post
The 50 caliber anti-armor sniper riﬂe is a case in which precisely the same weapon is sold on the
civilian market as that sold to the world’s armed services. BarreĴ Firearms Manufacturing, Inc. is the
leading supplier of 50 caliber anti-armor sniper riﬂes to U.S. military forces and many other armies of
the world.
It is almost impossible to exaggerate the lethality of the BarreĴ .50BMG anti-armor sniper riﬂes.
Capable of blasting through an inch of steel from a thousand yards away, the BarreĴ is one of the
guns most sought after by Mexican drug lords, who have used its range and power to assassinate
Mexican law enforcement and other government oﬃcials.
A BarreĴ sniper riﬂe used in the 2009 movie The Hurt Locker is among those in the NRA’s
“Hollywood Guns” exhibit. According to BarreĴ’s home town newspaper, The Murfreesboro Post,
that appearance is just the tip of the iceberg of the gun maker’s clever marketing strategy:
Many people who have never been in much more than hearing of a riﬂe shot are familiar with the
iconic BarreĴ .50 caliber M107 riﬂe. The groundbreaking weapon that gave huge ﬁrepower
capability, and thus survival ability and lethality, to small military groups has been featured in
countless movies, television and even computer games. In fact the BarreĴ .50 is notably evident in
America culture right now. The weapon is featured prominently in the nine-Oscar-nominated “The
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Hurt Locker,” meaning BarreĴ Firearms Manufacturing oﬃcials will be keeping a close eye on this
year’s Academy Awards. And, the BarreĴ .50 is a valued resource in the amazingly popular video
games, Call of Duty I and II, the best-selling ﬁrst-person action game of all time with more than $1
billion in sales. While companies often pay to have their products appear in popular games, BarreĴ
required payment to appear in Call of Duty and received it.

(hĴp://tomdiazgunsandgangs.com/2013/01/02/bloody-reel-how-the-nra-and-the-gun-industryexploit-violent-movies-to-sell-guns-and-more-guns/barreĴ-hurt-cropped/)
The BarreĴ 50 caliber anti-armor sniper riﬂe can penetrate an inch of steel from 1,000 yards. It’s a
favorite not only of Mexican drug lords, but also of video game makers who pay BarreĴ Firearms for
the privilege. These violent video games apparently pass Wayne LaPierre’s porno test, as evidenced
by the riﬂe’s inclusion in the NRA “Hollywood Guns” exhibit.
Conclusion
“The National Riﬂe Association — 4 million mothers, fathers, sons and daughters — join the nation
in horror, outrage, grief and earnest prayer for the families of Newtown, Connecticut, who have
suﬀered such an incomprehensible loss as a result of this unspeakable crime.”
Wayne LaPierre
The hypocrisy, one dares say duplicity, of the leadership of the National Riﬂe Association is beyond
stunning.
The NRA is an integral element in the ruthless machinery of the gun industry that is butchering
Americans in their homes, churches, workplaces, movie theaters, schools, and even military bases.
Joined at the hip to the gun industry, the NRA has been an active cheerleader in the gun industry’s
cynical promotion of the exotic guns that Stephen Hunter described in an earlier persona.
These killing machines are no longer exotic. Thanks in large part to the NRA, semiautomatic assault
riﬂes, high-capacity semiautomatic pistols, and armor-piercing 50 caliber sniper riﬂes are common
today in America. The consequences have shown up in the terror of small children about to die and
the grief of mothers and fathers who must bury them.
Wayne LaPierre’s facile words of sympathy fall hollow in this charnel house. His pitiful and
transparently foolish aĴempt to blame movies, video games, society at large, the news media, and
any politician who dares suggest even the most insipid form of gun control is obtuse and shameful.
As this report shows, the NRA itself has recklessly promoted the infatuation of a few with violent
movies and guns simply to sell guns…and more guns…all to the certain harm of the many.
This must end. The fact is that neither movies nor video games, nor any other of the wondrous
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excuses the NRA can dream up are the cause of America’s gun violence epidemic.
Guns are.
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